
Let's Have a, Farne
ea6ufg -2 00 01e

The "teachers a" a high-school: in- Canada had the -right idea When thev tried to

create a learning experience"for their students that'would affect them more than
reading a textbok. Where they got'6ff track,,Ms. WasserIann finds, was in not

thinking through precisely what they wanted the experiencelotbteach.

BY"SELMA WASSERMANN.

T WAS the day before the -
"famine' when IP'visited 7,
North ' Fork Senior Sec-.,
ondary School (a pseu-
donym). Signs were postr , " ,
ed on the walls of the-
main corridors exhorting
students to participate in

the eventI that was intended to
give them a taste (bad metaphor?)' ' , /
of what it is like to experience a.
famine: The social studies teach-'
-ers had organized the I activity to '

raise students' levels of awareness, '

of the tragic events taking place.
in Darfur. ,

The North ' Fork "famine"
would last from Friday afernoon
at-3:00 until Saturday"at noon.
Students would be allowed to have'
water, but no food. At the end of-
the session,' the participating 'stu-
dents would be honored at'an assembly.'It was a volun-
tary activity, but clearly many students thought 6f-it as
an adventure and were preparing to bring their'sleeping
bags, toothbrushes, cell-phones, iPods, and CD play-
ers to entertain them-through the long, hungry night.

The students were abuzz with' anticipation,, and the
teachers who had organized the event flew from office
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to gymnasiun i, in a flurry of last-minute preparations.
A visit from"the Queen of England would hardly have
generated more excitement. Although my own visit was
labout other business, I couldn't refrain from poking my
nose into what the kids thought about all of this...

"'What is this all about?" I asked a group of,11th-
graders who hadvolunteered for'the famine. They were,
as,one teacher remarked, "chuffed.'

"It's,about learning how it feels when your country
has a fmne,i one lad eagerly volunteered..
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"So We can know how the people in Darfur feel," an-.
other added. ,

"It teaches us how poor people feel when they have
no food"

"It helps us to appreciate what we have in Canada."
I bit my cynical tongue. Yeah, I thought. Having my

cell phone, my iPod, my CD player, my affluent friends
around me, and the assurance that I could look forward
to a huge buffet breakfast at noon on Saturday would
certainly help me to appreciate v-hat we have in Canada.
But what would the experience teach me about tragedy
on a cosmic scale? To equate the "famine" at North Fork
with'what was happening in Darfur seemed to me to
reduce human suffering on an unimaginable scale to
thelevel of a sleepover at school, with the promise of
a party as a reward for having endured the "suffering."
What's wrong with this picture?

I should have known better than to ask the teachers.
Although my questions about the purpose of the exer-
cise were nonconfrontational, the few teachers I asked
quickly became defensive, and the answers they gave did
not stray far from what the students told me: to help our
students to appreciate deprivation and understand the
plight of people in Darfur. Darfur was much in the news,
and the social studies teachers, with the best of inten-
tions, were looking for ways to bring the scope and
depth of what was happening in that forsaken coun-
try "home" to their stidents.

To raise levels of awareness through experience is sure-
ly a good thing in teaching, but not every contrived ex-
perience teaches what we intend. How would teachers
in post-famine classes be able to link the students' 21-
hour fast with the famine in the Sudan? What would
these students have learned about genocide? What would
they have learned about how warring factions have mur-
dered thousands and brought the country to economic
ruin? To trivialize famine in such a way seemed to me a
disconnect between means and ends. Surely there were
better ways to create teaching/learning experiences that
would deepen students' understanding about events that
were too large in scope to comprehend through reading
textbook chapters.

THE NATURE OF EXPERIENCE

The old saw "we learn through experience" has been
worn out through overuse, but that doesn't make it less
valid. Teachers know that real experience teaches more
than textbook exercises, that experience has the power
to deepen learning on both emotional and intellectual
planes.

But what do we mean by an "experience"? And how

are experiences different from, say, activities? Are all ex-
periences of equal value? And how do teachers ensure
that meaningful learning is extracted from a "learning
experience"?,

In the history of educational writing, many have at-
tempted to describe the nature and importance of experi-
ence in the educational process. John Dewey wrote about
building the school curriculum around the real-life ex-
periences'of students.' At the time of his writing, this
represented a significant departure from the standard
approach of learning from texts and lectures. Dewey's
idea was that the students' experiences would form the
basis for in-school inquiries, so that active inquiry would
begin to shape students' understandings of their experi-
ences, thereby stretching their minds and encouraging
habits of thinking. He wrote, "It thus becomes the of-
fice of the educator to select those things within -the
range of existing experience that have the promise and
potentiality of presenting new problems which by stim-
ulating new ways of observation and judgment will ex-
pand the area'of further experience."2

Lawrence Cremin described Deweyis goal as the con-
stant expansion of "the range of social situations in
which individuals perceived issues and made and acted
upon choices."3 Dewey wanted each generation to go
beyond its predecessors in the quality of behavior it
sought to nurture in its children.

An inquiry-based curriculum built on a foundation
of students' experience would demonstrate its successes
in the changed behaviors, perceptions, and insights of
individual human beings.4 In the various interpreta-
tions of what it means for students to have a "learning
experience," the idea that experience has the capacity to
change behavior is perhaps the one constant. Whatever'
the nature of such an experience, ýit affects both the cog-
nitive'and the affective domains and is designed to change
behavior profoundly - and for the better. Having had
an experience,,we are never the same. Our perceptual field
is altered; our cognitive maps reconstructed. These are
heady ideas, even for 21st-century schools.

So what then can an experience inlude? Whether
within the classroom or outside, experiences require the
active engagement of the learner. Experiences can never
be had at arm's length. They must be lived, and they
must evoke strong emotional response. And to derive
meaning from experience requires us to reflect on ex-
perience, to reach for important understandings and
meanings, to bring ourselves to new awareness, to sift
through data and examine assumptions, and to build
new concepts.

While we often use.the words activity and expeence
interchangeably, we seem to accord more Weight and
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power to experience. Experiences trump activities be-
cause of their greater potential to teach. The teacher's
task, then, is to provide experience and to use that ex-
perience in the Deweyan sense to engage the intellect
and to develop new awareness and important under-
standing. When our thinking and our behavior have
been changed, we can say that we have had an experi-
ence.

Weaving these threads into the fabric ofa learning ex-
perience creates the following picture: activities are those
tasks we pursue that do not demand serious intellectual
engagement, nor do they require deep emotional involve-
ment. Activities are rarely memorable, nor do we think
of them as having the power to affect us in long-last-
ing ways, to change our thinking and our behavior. Ex-
periences, on the other hand, deeply engage us, on both
a cognitive and an affective level. There is certainly men-
tal engagement, for one cannot remove the mind from
experience. But it is clear, too, that some experiences
are so powerfully felt that we are dramatically and sig-
nificantly changed by them.

Powerful life experiences rarely make their way into
the curriculum because of the constraints endemic to
classroom life. But as teachers strive to move learning
away from textbooks and toward more powerful intel-
lectual and affective modes, they can offer learning ex-
periences that will deepen students' understanding of
and appreciation for the larger issues in the curriculum,
build students' habits of thinking, generate emotional
connections, and alter students' perceptual fields.

CONNECTING MEANS WITH ENDS:
WHAT'S THE BIG IDEA?

The goal of providing an in-school experience to en-
able students to identify with the plight of the starving
population in Darfur is a noble one. On the one hand,
we want our students to know, even at a remote dis-
tance, on both cognitive and affective levels, how such
a tragedy came to be and what life has become for the
people of the western Sudan. On the other hand, we cer-
tainly do not want our students to experience needless
suffering. How do we strike a balance between a repre-
sentative experience and placing students in harm's way?

Any curriculum experience needs to begin with the
teacher's question: What's the big idea? In the answer
to that question lies the purpose for creating the ex-
perience. When the big idea is made explicit, it serves
as a road map for developing the curriculum plan, as
well as for directing the reflection on experience that
must follow. Thus focusing on the big idea brings teach-
ing strategies (means) into alignment with curriculum

goals (ends). A curriculum experience that is rooted in
big ideas not only identifies the direction of the study,
but also illuminates its relevance for serious work. If
the big idea is a substantive one, then the experience has
the potential of taking students' inquiries somewhere
of value. If the idea is narrow in scope, then there will
be limited opportunity to reach for deeper meanings in
the study.6

While this may seem patently obvious, it is rare that
teachers do, in fact, sit down first to identify the "big
idea" behind a planned curriculum experience. The task
usually comes first: let's have a famine.

Big ideas guide the development of concepts during
the process of inquiry into and reflection on the edu-
cational experience. Big ideas make statements rather
* than ask questions. They have relevance; they matter.
Some big ideas contain moral and ethical implications.
While they have a clear focus, they also promote open-
ended inquiry. Big ideas may come from curriculum
source books, from the school district's curriculum guides,
or from the standards or benchmarks found in curric-
ulum frameworks of state departments of education.
They may arise from the concerns of students or teach-
ers, from current events, from history, from the media,
from community affairs, from textbooks, and from the
day-to-day experiences of students.

Here are a few big ideas that might guide a study
of famine:

- A famine is a social and economic crisis that is com-
monly accompanied by widespread malnutrition, star-
vation, epidemic, and increased mortality.

o Although many famines stem from national or re-
gional shortages of food, famine has also occurred amid
plenty because of acts of economic or military policy; war-
fare, and terrorism that have deprived certain popula-
tions of sufficient -food to ensure survival.

• Historically, famines have occurred as a result of
drought, crop failure, and pestilence and as a result of
manmade causes, such as war or misguided economic
policies.

* - During the 20th century, an estimated 70 million
people died from famines.

° Modern African firnines are cha'racterized by wide-
spread destitutionaind malnutrition, with heightened
mortality seen especially in young children.

* In 2006, the most serious humanitarian crisis in
Africa was in Sudan's Darfur region, with an estimated

- half a million people dead from hunger, violence, and
disease.

In contrast, the statements of the North Fork 11th-
graders offer examples of big ideas that are not framed
well enough to give rise to a coherent curriculum plan:
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"* To appreciate what we have in Canada.
"* To learn how it feels when your country has a

famine.
A "famine" in which students fast for 21 hours in

the school gymna'sium would not, even stretching a
point, serve t9 provide an experience that would illu-
minate any of the big ideas listed above. There would
be no experience of'starvation, for going hungry for a
brief period cannot be equated with starvation and mal-
nutrition. There would be no experience of regional
shortages of food or of the genocide that contributed
to the famine in Darfur. There would be no experience
of the widespread disease and destitution or of the ter-
rible hopelessness that is part and parcel of what geno-
cide brings. Of course, this is fortunate, for we would
never wish for our students to experience, at first hand,
such unspeakable events. What is unfortunate, however,
is the distinct possibility that students coming from a
21-hour fast would believe that they had, in fact, ex-
perienced what a famine is like, that they had a shared
experience with the Sudanese.

EXPERIENCE IS NOT ENOUGH:
ASKING THE RIGHT QUESTIONS

We can and do make meaning from vicarious ex-
perience - from the documentary representations of
books, photographs, and assorted realia; from the ex-
periences of others; and from various types of simula-
tions. Much of what we learn in school does, in fact,
come through representative learning experiences. But
what can teachers, who work primarilywith the tools
of documentary representations, do to .help students
make connections between documents and realities?
Can teachers use representative experiences or simu-

lations to enable,students to'extract meaning and find'
empathy with what they have seen and vicariously ex-
perienced? Can classrooms become places where the un-
derstanding of life events is enriched, where nuances
and complexities are appreciated, and where genuine
feeling is elevated?

Experiences themselves,- whether life experiences,
simulations, or representations - do not necessarily lead
to informed, critical understanding.' We need 'to work
at the process and apply sophisticated habits of mind
if we are to benefit richly from experience. To extract
intelligent meaning from experience requires reflection
on that experience, which in turn leads to insight, to
meaning-making, to Wisdom. Thoughtfid, critical anal-
ysis of an experience helps us to develop that insight, to
see the experience from new perspectives, to deepen our
understanding, and to elevate our feelings. Unless such
reflection occurs, the richest of experiences may not
benefit us.

There are surely many ways in which teachers can pro-
mote such reflection, but "asking the right questions"
has great potential for doing this job.7 It is no doubt
true that the richer the experience, whether real-life or
representative, the greater its potential for .helping us
plumb its depths for deep meanings, new insights, new
awareness. And it is also likely that a teacher skilled in
the use of provocative and probing questions and guid-
ed by the big ideas will lead students to dig for the
gold within the experience, putting the big ideas un-
der the lens of critical examination. Not every ques-
tion will have this effect, and an off-the-cuff, ad hoc
bunch of interrogative demands will surely not serve
this end. Like planning powerful and rich curriculum
experiences, a teacher must also plan the questions that
will be used to uncover the issues, taking care to address
both the cognitive and affective aspects of what has been
experienced.

It 'is difficult to conceive of questions that would link
the situation in Darfur to students' "famine" experience.
What can a teacher ask that would bring more mean-
ing to students' understanding of any of the big ideas?
"How does it feel to be hungry?" That would fall easily
into the category of "stupid" questions.' In trying to con-
ceive of questions that would connect the students'
"famine" experience with what is happening in Darfur,
my mind fails me.

If I had chosen a representative experience for. the
students - say, viewing the documentary film AllAbout
Darfur9 - I would plan my post-film discussion ques-
tions around the following big ideas:

SA famine is a social and economic crisis that is com-
monly accompanied by widespread malnutrition, star-
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vation, epidemic; and increased mortality.
- Although many famines stem from national or

regional shortages of food, famine also occurs amid
plenty as a result of acts of economic or military.poli-
cy, warfare, and terrorism.

With these ideas clearly in mind, the questions I
would prepare in advance would be organized accord-
ing to the sequence below:

1. Data-gathering questions. asking for observations
of data; asking for differentiating between what is seen
and what is assumed; asking for identification of as-
sumptions and value judgments; asking for summa-
ries of the important ideas of the film; and asking for
data about specific characters in the film.

2. Questions calling for analysis of data: asking that
statements be supported by data; asking that compari-
sons be made; asking for hypotheses that might explain
situations; asking about the conditions that led to the
famine; asking about the health consequences of sys-
tematic and enduring starvation.

3. Questions calNigfir evaluations. asking for opinions;
asking for criteria to support judgments.

4. Questions about value positions- asking about where
a student stands with respect to what is depicted in the
film; asking about the role of other nations in provid-
ing assistance to the Sudanese; asking about the role
of the Sudanese government in protecting citizens of
the country.

5. Questidns calling for action: asking what individ-
uals or groups of students could do in support of their
positionis; asking what plans are viable; asking which
plan is most promising; asking for an examination of
potential consequences of that plan.

Questioning that follows such a sequence builds the
kinds of habits of mind that allow for data gathering,
analysis, and evaluation to precede any suggestions for
action. Therefore, action flows from data and from data
analysis, as well as from the values we hold.

However, a good discussion is not a matter of sim-
ply asking good questions. A good discussion relies on
the rhythm - the "dance" if you will - of combina-
tions of questions and responses. After a question has
been asked and a student has responded, there begins
a brief interactive dialogue between teacher and stu-
dent in which the teacher "works" with the idea to fur-
ther the student's thinking, to get to the heart of the
idea, to see how the idea is supported, to examine its
logic. It is a one-on-one dynamic between teacher and
student, the aim of which is to examine the student's
ideas for the quality of the thinking behind them. And
in the process, no idea is considered "good" or "wrong";
no value judgments are made. This makes it possible for

students to enter into the discussion without fear of being
judged, of being "wrong," or of being considered "silly."'0

Such a discussion has the potential to engage students
in a rigorous intellectual examination of the issues. Skill-
ful discussion-teaching also has the potential to provoke
powerful emotional responses. Formulating questions
that are clear in what they are asking students to think

about, that are inviting and not demanding, that build
trust in the interactive relationship, that respect students'
ideas --- these skills are at the heart of a successful and
fruitful examination of experience.

C. Roland Christensen, known at the Harvard Bus-
iness School as the "father of discussion teaching," used
to spend several hours before class preparing the ques-
tions he Would use to teach a case. That was true even
for cases he had taught many times before. His list of
questions followed a hierarchy, beginning with data-
gathering questions, moving to questions that called
for analysis, then to questions that called for evaluation,
and finally to questions that suggested potential for ac-
tion. To keep himself on track, he would make a "crib
sheet" of his questions and refer to them during the dis-
cussion. Observing his discussion, you would see him
opening the dialogue by calling for observations on
the case that had been studied. When a student re-
sponded, he would follow up with a "playback" of the
student's response and engae that student over sev-
eral minutes of interactive dialogue."

The following guidelines for teaching through dis-
cussion may be helpful for teachers who are trying to
help students make intelligent meaning from their ex-
perience.

1. Prepare your list of questions in advance. There are
no (9wrong" questions, but those that follow the se-
quence suggested by Christensen have greater poten-
tial for building the habits of mind that enable stu-

'dents to reflect on and to draw out what is significant
from experience.

2. Ensure that the questions flow fiom the big ideas that
you want the students to examine. This is more easily
done when the teacher has identified the big ideas at
the outset and developed questions in advance that al-
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low those ideas to-be put under examination. ,
3. Duing the interactive dialogue, fisten to and be dear

about whaf the student is saying in response,to your ques-
tion. Work hard to comprehend what is being said. If
you don t understand at first, ask for clarification. Try
to get the student's ideaaccurately Oositioned'in your
mind. As you listen, begin -to fbormulate a re"p6dnse that
will be a clear reflectio of the student's statement.

4. Use a resp onse hatcalor the amination of the
student sideafom aifresh,perspective. You6 can"play bacYk

the-student?s idea imna- new way, adding elements that
he or, she has hot considered-, J,

5. Choose,a llow-up response that takes the students
thinking onestpfitrther.nA follow-up response may call
for s'Up_porting,data-or ask for examples. It may ask for
a comparisonjto be-made or for observa tions of related
incidents. ,

6. Decide when the interactive dialOgue-with ihat stu`
dent is finished, Staying with one"stuldent for the right
amount.of time is imp6itant. Too much time with' ohe

,student may mean keeping that student on the "'hot
seaf', for. too long and could cause others 'to feel left out.
Too little time doesn't'give the, eacher a chance to work'
with the ideas.
, 7. Frame questions and re0ponses so that they are always

respect_fiu nonthreatening, andproductive. Even tone of'
voicepmayl betray a tach&r's'subtle judgment. Keeping
-questions, tone of voice, andfacial expressions inter-ested, b6ut neutral, is k4ey providing a climate inwhich
students are free,to expresý their-'thoughts.'

"8. Keep ine mind theurpose ofthe question: Do you

want to,find outwhat the students know? Or do you

"Excuse me-for not congratulating you onTyour,best-
selling n6vel!"'

'want thein; t6 usei'hai they know to arrive, at some-bet-
"ter understanding?e.Questions',thatcall for:students, to
remember serve one purpose; questions that call for stu-
den'ts to applylearned-principles ,to new, situations are
a differehi breed. -Know when to use which, and be'
clear about the intended results', - .

9. Know the right time to' challenge a students thinking.
A'highlychallenging question asked too soon may back-,,
'fir'. 'Timing is,eve'hry4ing.',' *, '' .

1 O.'Know whento,shifigears and move tiothe next ques-
t•on onybur 'list.;r pending too much,time exploring in
and around a smIgle qIestion,%ll exhaust it and leave
preciouslittle time for other questions.,' .

,'11 Refrainýfrom ma kinigju1g•nents. Avoiodsa'yifg,
good. idea" and-even that's interesting, as these judg-

,ments have a way dosi own students',responses.

12. Work the interactive dialogue so that meamngs are
searched for, understandings grow, students think about
issues, and studentsfeel safe, in offering their ideas.2 -Suc-
cessful inieractive dialogue doesn't just happen. You need
to prepare for it and be alert,for unexpected opportuni-
,ties -to help 'studenits-push their ihinkih-g. -

These gUidelines should help"teachers make good
use of iheir discussion time. And using discussion teach-
ing is'a critical second stage of making intelligent mean-
'ing from alearning experience. It is the beginning of

reflection on 'the experience.

BRINGING LIFE INTO THE CLASSROOM:.'
REAL, REPRESENTATIVE, AND VICARIOUS
EXPERIENCES',,

The study0of history is filled with the potential for
real and simulated e'xperiences'for students. Through
such experiences, history is "brought to life" for Stu-
dents, and they cah more clearly understand the how
and what of impo4ant concepts that have shaped our

world. If history,has the potential for informing think-
ing.and for proyvidingt the framework for understand-
ing both the past ýand the present workings of social,
psychological", cultural, economic, geographic,, and po-
litical events, itý. definitely worth considering'the kinds
of experiences that strategically connect means and ends,
that illuminate the big:ideas under examination and of-
fer rich opportunitiesifor reflection.

Real-life experiences provide the richest and most fer-
Stile soil for developing understanding and dprmoting
ifiquiry. And'[despite the "constraints imposed by school
schedules, rigid curriculum"requirements,-highrstakes
tests, and the time arnd affort that miist go into planning
and carrying out bona fide experiential programs, many
schools 'have noneieless ifirtroduced them in a variety
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of ways.-In many seciondary schools; for example, work/
study programs and outreach programs enable studerits
to become actively engaged in ýcommunity, civic, 'and
social projects. Some even offer course- credit.

The Gibbons Walkabout model,'3, with its advoca-
cy of five "passages"3 -self-selected experiential chal-
lenges that students take on in five' different areas of

competence stillresonates with secondary teachers
and-administrators. They can easily see its potential' for
enriching students' real-life experiences and using them
as a basis for acquiring knowledge, skills, and attitudes.

Community serVice projects, social surveys;, civic ac-
tion, and studies of local social issue6 -- all-of which
were partand parcel of curriculum experiences in the
Eight-Year Study" - are still seen in seconda&r schools,
where individual teachers, whole departments, and even
entire schools have found ways to interwveave real-life
experiences into their students lives without diminish-
ing educational standards or causing widespread havoc.
In fact, it would appear that the opposite is true.

At the Urban Academy in New York City, students
participate in extensive experiential learning programs,
working in-diverse settings throughout the five bor-
oughs. In these placements, studehts learn 'to work pro-'
ductively with adults and to assume responsibility for'
tasks both' menial and challenging. Then they return to
their classrooms to dicuSS their ideas and observatins.

But whavabout representative experiences or sim-
ulations? As many teachers will:tell you, students do
not necessarily'have to leave the classroom 6r school to
have-rich and powerfulleiperiences: IwoiVuld notbe far-
fetched to'suggest that, when students`are busy'with
some,task, in which they are personally and education-
ally engaged - not just' listening to their teacher, or
scouring their textbook -s" the-level of their experi-
ence has already been raised several notches."

films, both commercial and documentary, can make
powerful-statements about world conditions, social is-
sues, political issues, and so on. -Photographs, which are
graphic displays of real events, can be studied and mean-
ings extracted from-them. Role playing, in-class proj-'
ects, out-of-dass projects, computer simulations, study-
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ing facsimile documents'- there are hundreds of ways
in which 'representative experiences can spark awareness
and understanding that go far beyond the effects of lec-
tures or textbooks.

THE NORTH FORK FAMINE

- So what abobit famine.mWhat ways might be used to
raise students', levels of awareness of what it is like to
live with famifie? How might we help students to feel,
as well as to know about, the deprivations and the im-
mense tragedy of Darfur?

Of course,;what we create as a representative experi-
ence about Darfur must be chosen carefully, for the re-
I ality of-what is happening there is more than heartbreak-
ing. It is obscene. How much should students be ex-
posed to? How much representative experience is too
much?'Where-should we draw a line? This, of course,
depends on the teacher's professional estimation of
what is appropriate for a particular class.

Many films, for example, can be very graphic in their
content. The documentaryAllAbout Darfitr gives voice
to ordinary Sudanese, who tell about how deeply rooted
prejudices can suddenly burst into a wildfire of ethnic
violence and murder. The commercial film HotelRwan-
4 awhile not about:"the Sudan, presents graphic images
of the genocid6 in Rwanda. It centers on a hotel man-
ager who sheltered over a thousand Tutsi refugees dur-

'ing their struggle against-the Hutu militia. Dar#urDi-
aries: Messages•from Home is a-documentary made by
three activists who smuggled 'themselves across the Su-
dane'6bbirdei into the rebel-held territory to document
the atrocities in Darfur.." The film focuses on the per-
sonal stories of those who have witnessed firsthand the
horrors of the Janjaweed massacres, the mass rapes of
women and girls, and the destruction of villages - a
situation that has become one of the world's largest po-
litical and humanitarian crises. The famine in Darfur
is just the tip of the iceberg.-The genocide and the-war
crimes perpetrated by the Janjaweed, with little or no
outside intervention from the ýrest of the world, is the
big, big:idea behind this'tragedy.

Viewing, such filfms is considerably more horrifying
than a 21-hour fist in the school gymnasium. These
films are not for the faint-hearted, and teachers may
be reluctant to expose students to such brutality and in-
humanity.-But to tackle the notion of what it means
to live with famine and, specifically, how the famine
,in Darfur came about, it may be necessary to go for
'the "down and dirty" ofwhat the Darfur story entails.

Beyond films, there is the option of inviting guest
speakers who have firsthand experience of the situa-



tion in Darfur. In fact, those who made DarfurDiariesD*
offer "educational events" a'nd welcomefethe opportut-,.
nit' to come and-talk to classes. 7 There are photograp••'.
that contain images thatare more graphic than we could
possibly bear. There are first-person accoounts,that would
make grown, men weep.-And, of cqurse, there is the In-
ternet. .,:

Using simulations like, role playing can also $ring
deeper meaning to historical and current events. Role
playing a scene in the U.S., Congress,, for example,,'in
which a debate is ragingzabout-whether and how to pro- -

vide help to the,Sudanese could prove of immense,value -
ini examining the poor response of the community of
nations to the plight of the Sudanese. Studying actual
documents T-;letters, newspaper articles, written ac-
counts of firsthand experiences,- is invaluable.

In short; there are many.ways to bring life into the
classroom through real or representative experiences.
But in doing so,.teachers need to ensure that the big
ideas are explicidy stated and that these ideas give birth'

to0the experiences that" follow. Furthermore, it is impor-
tantto remember that an "experience,", in and of itself,
is not enough to guarantee tiat students will work to
process ,the deeper meanings and to make sense ofwhat
the experience reveals. A follow-up discussion.- orr per-
haps several discussions - will:be necessary for; stu-
dents to develop the critical habits of-mind that enable
them to make meaning ofwhat.we consider important,
for them to learn. Throughk experience and reflection
on experience we haVea,good chance of,creating the
behavior change that is an indicator of reial learning..
Having lived.an expeden'ce, students will never be the
same. , , ,,,

Despite myjaundiced view of the North Fork Senior
Secondary School famine experience, I Wantto,make
it clear that I am unequivocally in favor ofinvolving
students in rea-life or representative experiences that
provide more three-dimenri6nal perspectives on big,ideas
worth examining. Iam unequivocaU)linfavor ofdiscus-
sion teaching that illuminates. big ideas and gives, Stu-
dents more to think abouti!)-

I am in favor of bringinig life into the classroom, but
when teachers select real or -representative experiences
without first identifying the b-ig ideas, making sure that
there is a dear connection between means and ends, and-
following up with opportunities to. reflect on experience,
they are in grave danger of trivializing what is impbr-
tant. Although the North .Fork teachers', intention was
good, I can imagine what the students took awayfrom6
the experience: ,"Oh, yeah! We had a famine. It was so,
cool? , ' .. , ,
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",,"Yes, I did accept an apple from my thi rd-graders, Billy

Smith, but there was nb quid pro quo."
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